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Established in 1986, The Sentencing Project advocates for effective and humane responses to crime that minimize imprisonment and criminalization of youth and adults by promoting racial, ethnic, economic, and gender justice.

We are grateful for this opportunity to submit testimony on two bills before the Committee, one of which we endorse and the other we oppose.

- **We support HB 6888**, specifically the creation of a plan to remove pre-trial youth from the Department of Corrections. Among states, Connecticut is shamefully an outlier when it comes to holding people under 18 in its adult prisons. **We oppose HB 6889**, specifically the automatic charging of 15-year-olds. Charging youth as if they were adults does not enhance public safety.

... 

**Only Florida holds more youth in adult prisons than does Connecticut. These youth are disproportionately Black and Brown.**

As of 2021, Connecticut had 41 youth incarcerated in its adult prison more than half of states (27) had none. Among those states with zero youth in their adult prisons are Alabama, Alaska, Colorado, Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Massachusetts, Montana, Nevada, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Dakota, Utah, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Only Florida, with 48 youth in adult prison, has a larger number than does Connecticut.

Many of the youth who are incarcerated in Connecticut, are incarcerated pre-trial, and are at higher rates to recidivate solely based on their placement. Those who enter the adult system are 30 percent more likely to be re-arrested after returning to their community than young people who stayed in the youth legal system.

Creating a plan to remove all pre-trial youth under the age of 17 out of the Department of Correction should be done alongside the various young people this will impact. We urge this language to be amended to include a working group consisting of members of the Juvenile Justice Policy and Oversight Committee, as well as directly impacted youth, families, advocates, credible messengers, and national experts.

**Charging youth as if they were adults does not enhance public safety.**

Sending youth to the adult criminal justice system, for any offense, has generally been found to harm public safety. Most relevant studies have found charging kids as adults is harmful, showing youth in the adult system are more likely to commit future offenses, and particularly more likely to

---

commit the most violent offenses, when compared with peers in the juvenile system.\textsuperscript{2} Howell, et al., note that “research consistently shows lower recidivism rates in the juvenile justice system than in the criminal justice system.”\textsuperscript{3}

For decades, studies have generally shown automatically charging youth as if they were adults harms public safety:

- After New York State passed automatic waiver in 1978, serious offending for the target population held steady while it fell in nearby Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{4}
- After Idaho passed an automatic waiver in 1981, its juvenile violent crime rate increased while neighboring Montana and Wyoming’s respective juvenile violent crime rates dropped.\textsuperscript{5}
- An examination of the effect of enhanced transfer laws passed in 14 states (through 2003), found juvenile crime held steady or increased in 13.\textsuperscript{5}
- A 1996 Florida study matched 2,738 youth who were transferred to adult court to those who were not, and found greater reoffending among the transferred youth.\textsuperscript{7}
- A comparison of juvenile arrest rates for robbery and burglary (among the most common serious offenses committed by youth) in Northern New Jersey (where transfer laws were more lenient) versus those in New York City, found significantly higher arrest rates in New York for robbery and equivalent rates for burglary.\textsuperscript{8}
- Another study comparing Northern New Jersey to New York City found youth charged with violent offenses and prosecuted in the criminal courts were likely to be rearrested more quickly and more often for violent, property, and weapons offenses.\textsuperscript{9}
- A 2013 study in Washington state found higher reoffending rates among transferred youth.\textsuperscript{10}

In 2007, the CDC’s Task Force on Community Preventive Services reviewed decades of literature (such as the studies above) and concluded that sending a youth to the adult system

generally increases rates of violence among youth.\textsuperscript{11} Charging youth as an adult in the name of deterrence or public safety also contradicts findings from the National Research Council, which supports “a policy of retaining youth in the juvenile justice system” both to keep punishments proportional with the age of offenders and to prevent additional offending.\textsuperscript{12}

The Sentencing Project endorses HB 6888, opposes HB 6889, and is eager to see Connecticut advance progressive solutions for our youth.
